Traveling wave wall is a useful method to suppress flow separation. However, the interaction between the traveling wave wall and unsteady separation flow is complex, which causes difficulty in discovering the corresponding mechanism. To reveal the mechanism of traveling wave wall control, numerical simulation of a separated curved diffuser using rigid traveling wave wall flow control is performed, which shows some unique characteristics. Then, a nonlinear simplified model is used to explain this phenomenon in flow control in consideration of nonlinear dynamics and order of degree. Flow field data from the numerical simulation are further analyzed using fast Fourier transform analysis, linear stability theory of free shear layers, and the nonlinear simplified model to reveal the control mechanism of traveling wave wall.
Numerical Simulation of Flow Control in a Curved Diffuser Using Traveling Wave Wall

Diffuser and Its Numerical Method
To obtain the characteristics of traveling wave wall control, the unsteady flow separation in a curved diffuser with rigid traveling wave wall control is numerically simulated. The adopted diffuser and rigid wave wall are illustrated in Figure 1a .
The diffuser is two-dimensional and it is formed by the pressure and suction surfaces of a stator blade and corresponding inlet and outlet sections. The main parameters of this diffuser are listed in Table 1 . The traveling wave wall is the combination of a cylinder and a sinusoidal curve, which is described by the equation r = 11 − sin(5θ) (mm) in polar coordinates (as illustrated in Figure 1c . The minimum clearance between the traveling wave wall and its circular container is 0.3 mm. The rotation radius, wavelength, and wave amplitude are fixed, whereas the rotational speed or phase velocity of the traveling wave can be adjusted. Detailed parameters of the traveling wave wall are also shown in Table 1 . Large eddy simulation (LES) is used to analyze the separation phenomenon in consideration of the influence of small vortices added by Smagorinsky-Lilly sub-grid model. And ANSYS Fluent software is used for the numerical simulation. To validate the numerical method, we compare the numerical and experimental results of the static pressure coefficient on the suction surface of the curved diffuser without any flow control (shown in Figure 2a , where c is the chord length of the blade). The numerical result basically agrees with that of the experiment. The grid-independent study is performed as shown in Figure 2b . When the grid number is higher than 9 × 10 4 , the total pressure loss is nearly invariant, and the simulated performance is independent of the grid. Considering both computational accuracy and economy, the grid number used is about 1 × 10 5 . The mesh grids (illustrated in Figure 1b ) near walls and leading and trailing edges are densified to satisfy the demand Large eddy simulation (LES) is used to analyze the separation phenomenon in consideration of the influence of small vortices added by Smagorinsky-Lilly sub-grid model. And ANSYS Fluent software is used for the numerical simulation. To validate the numerical method, we compare the numerical and experimental results of the static pressure coefficient on the suction surface of the curved diffuser without any flow control (shown in Figure 2a where c is the chord length of the blade). The numerical result basically agrees with that of the experiment. The grid-independent study is performed as shown in Figure 2b . When the grid number is higher than 9 × 10 4 , the total pressure loss is nearly invariant, and the simulated performance is independent of the grid. Considering both computational accuracy and economy, the grid number used is about 1 × 10 5 . The mesh grids (illustrated in Figure 1b walls and leading and trailing edges are densified to satisfy the demand of LES that y + ≈ 1 near walls. Clearly speaking, the near-wall grid scale is set as 0.01 mm, and it is about 25 times the Kolmogorov scale length (the Kolmogorov scale length η ≈ ν/v 0 ≈ (1 .5 × 10 −5 m 2 /s)/(35 m/s) ≈ 4 × 10 −4 mm). In addition, a combination of structural and unstructured meshes is used to guarantee grid quality in the diffuser and traveling wave regions. Boundary conditions of the inlet and outlet are set to make the inlet Mach number approximately 0.1 (the Reynolds number defined by the length of blade chord is 1.81 × 10 5 ), whereas the surface between traveling wave wall and main flow in the diffuser is treated as rotor-stator interface. Dual-time stepping is used to solve the unsteady process with the physical time step of 10 −5 s. For traveling wave wall, we are concerned with the fully-developed state (rather than the transient state) when the traveling wave fully interacts with the unsteady flow field and the influence of the initial field is negligible. So, when the outlet mass flow rate is quasi-periodic, the flow field is considered to be fully-developed, and only a period (10 4 physical time steps) of fully-developed unsteady flow field is analyzed. ). In addition, a combination of structural and unstructured meshes is used to guarantee grid quality in the diffuser and traveling wave regions. Boundary conditions of the inlet and outlet are set to make the inlet Mach number approximately 0.1 (the Reynolds number defined by the length of blade chord is 1.81 × 10 5 ), whereas the surface between traveling wave wall and main flow in the diffuser is treated as rotor-stator interface. Dual-time stepping is used to solve the unsteady process with the physical time step of 10 −5 s. For traveling wave wall, we are concerned with the fully-developed state (rather than the transient state) when the traveling wave fully interacts with the unsteady flow field and the influence of the initial field is negligible. So, when the outlet mass flow rate is quasi-periodic, the flow field is considered to be fully-developed, and only a period (10 4 physical time steps) of fully-developed unsteady flow field is analyzed.
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Dimensionless Parameters and Evaluation Indexes of Control Effect
Traveling wave wall flow control involves important dimensionless parameters, such as dimensionless phase velocity of the traveling wave and frequency. Dimensionless phase velocity is defined as
where TWW v is the phase velocity of the traveling wave wall and equals the average rotational speed of the wall surface. 0 v is the average velocity of the diffuser inlet and serve as a characteristic velocity. When phase velocity of the traveling wave differs, the effect of unsteady external excitation on the main flow also differs, especially its frequency. Phase velocity equals wavelength times frequency and is described as
where λ is the wavelength of the traveling wave and TWW f is the frequency of the traveling wave.
When the main frequency of shedding vortex of diffuser without flow control is used as the characteristic frequency, dimensionless frequency can be defined as 
where v TWW is the phase velocity of the traveling wave wall and equals the average rotational speed of the wall surface. v 0 is the average velocity of the diffuser inlet and serve as a characteristic velocity. When phase velocity of the traveling wave differs, the effect of unsteady external excitation on the main flow also differs, especially its frequency. Phase velocity equals wavelength times frequency and is described as
where λ is the wavelength of the traveling wave and f TWW is the frequency of the traveling wave. When the main frequency of shedding vortex of diffuser without flow control is used as the characteristic frequency, dimensionless frequency can be defined as where f 0 is the main frequency of shedding vortex. The total pressure loss coefficient is used with the commonly used definition as follows:
where P * 0 is the total pressure at the diffuser inlet, P * 1 is the total pressure at the diffuser outlet, and ρ 0 is the density of air and is considered constant because the Mach number is smaller than 0.3. To reflect the control effect, a relative total pressure loss coefficient is introduced and defined as
where P * c is the total pressure at the diffuser outlet with flow control. However, given that additional energy is introduced into the flow field by the traveling wave wall, the total and relative total pressure loss coefficients cannot always reflect the flow control effect or energy saving. Thus, energy efficiency is introduced and defined by us. The energy equation has a simplified form as follows:
where P 0 is the static pressure at the diffuser inlet, P 1 is the static pressure at the diffuser outlet, v 1 is the average velocity at the diffuser outlet, H is the energy added to the flow per unit mass flow rate by the traveling wave wall, and h ω is the mechanical energy loss per unit mass flow rate. From Equation (6), we derive the following equation:
where . m stands for the mass flow rate. For the diffuser without flow control (H = 0), we have
For the diffuser with flow control, we obtain
where T TWW is the time-averaged torque of the traveling wave wall due to pressure and viscous drags and ω TWW is the angular velocity of the traveling wave wall (ω TWW = 2π f TWW /5). Energy efficiency is defined as the mechanical energy saved due to flow control divided by energy consumed due to flow control, which can be deduced using Equations (8) and (9) as
The definition of energy efficiency indicates that the flow control is economical only when ε > 1; otherwise, the flow control may be effective but energy consuming. Figure 3a shows the change in relative total pressure loss coefficient as the dimensionless phase velocity or frequency increases. Dimensionless frequency is proportional to dimensionless phase velocity when wavelength is fixed. Thus, they share the same x-axis. As shown in Figure 3a, Energies 2019, 12, 192 6 of 18 the relative total pressure loss coefficient generally decreases as the dimensionless phase velocity increases. However, some minimum points lie on the curve when V ≈ 0.14, V ≈ 0.2, and V ≈ 0.3, or the corresponding f ≈ 1, f ≈ 1.5, and f ≈ 2.3, which signifies better control effect than the adjacent points. These discrete minimum points reflect the unsteady control property of traveling wave wall. Figure 3b indicates that, as dimensionless phase velocity increases, energy consumed by traveling wave wall increases gradually first and then rapidly. The trend is similar to a parabola.
Results and Analysis of the Numerical Simulation
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, and 2.3 f ≈  , the traveling wave wall not only has good control effect but also uses less energy. However, when the dimensionless phase velocity is more than 1.1, energy efficiency is less than 1. In other words, the traveling wave wall is energy consuming under this case. The reason is that, when the speed of traveling wave wall is sufficiently fast, part of traveling wave wall that is Considering the monotonous trend of relative total pressure loss coefficient and energy consumed by traveling wave wall, energy efficiency as the new parameter is used to further reflect the control effect, as shown in Figure 3c . Figure 3c indicates that energy efficiency increases first and then decreases. Some maximum points on the curve correspond to those in Figure 3a . Therefore, when f ≈ 1, f ≈ 1.5, and f ≈ 2.3, the traveling wave wall not only has good control effect but also uses less energy. However, when the dimensionless phase velocity is more than 1.1, energy efficiency is less than 1. In other words, the traveling wave wall is energy consuming under this case. The reason is that, when the speed of traveling wave wall is sufficiently fast, part of traveling wave wall that is covered by the diffuser and has no effect on the flow control consumes much energy, which results in waste of energy.
The numerical results reveal unique and peculiar characteristics of traveling wave wall control, especially in the discrete windows of good control effect around f ≈ 1, f ≈ 1.5, and f ≈ 2.3, similar to the resonant perturbation mechanism mentioned before. We use a nonlinear simplified model to interpret this phenomenon in flow control. As a result, a possible relationship between unsteady flow and chaos controls in nonlinear dynamics can be obtained.
Nonlinear Simplified Model and Its Analysis
Duffing-Based Model for Traveling Wave Control
In accordance with [11] , we establish a Duffing-based model (simplified cross-direction motion model, SCDM model for short) based on 2D incompressible N-S equation and Stuart vortex row model. The SCDM model is shown as
where y is the cross motion of fluid particle; t denotes time; ω 0 and r 0 are the characteristic frequency and radius of the Stuart vortex, respectively; K 0 is the equivalent damping coefficient due to fluid viscosity and small-scale vortex viscosity; ε is a constant that equals 0.818 from the deduction; and A 0 represents the amplitude of Kelvin-Helmholtz (K-H) unstable wave [16] . Equation (11) is a forced Duffing equation with negative linear and positive cubic stiffness [17] . The model describes the cross motion (indicated by the y coordinate) of a certain fluid particle in the Stuart vortex row around its unstable boundary [11] . The model is used to approximately describe the rolled-up large-scale vortical structures due to K-H instability in the free shear layer [18] . External excitation such as traveling wave wall must be added to Equation (11), which describes flow separation without control. The traveling wave wall may have two effects on the flow field. One is to change the natural frequency of the field, and the other is to produce an additional unsteady excitation to the field. The unstable flow field such as a separated flow has natural or dominant frequency caused by quasi-periodically shedding vortices, and this frequency may be changed by flow controls. Traveling wave wall, as an unsteady flow control, can also generate external unsteady excitation and interact with vortices in the flow field, such as resonant perturbation. The effect of traveling wave wall on the nonlinear simplified model is modeled corresponding to the two functions.
On the basis of the Stuart vortex row, Equation (11) approximately describes an unsteady flow field without flow control, and the characteristic frequency and scale of separation vortices are ω 0 and r 0 , respectively. However, with flow control of traveling wave wall, the characteristic frequency and scale of separation vortices may be changed to ω (ω = kω 0 , and k is a coefficient) and r. Similarly, K 0 and A 0 in Equation (11) may be changed to K and A. Thus, the equation used to describe the unsteady flow field with separation vortices of the frequency and scale denoted as ω and r is shown as follows:
In other unsteady flow control studies, researchers have already found that the best periodic excitation location for separation flow control is near the separation point [10, 14] . This condition indicates that flow instability is essentially sensitive to outside disturbance near the separation point [19] . Therefore, external unsteady excitation of the traveling wave wall can be modeled similar to K-H waves.
To imitate the modeling of K-H wave, external unsteady excitation of traveling wave wall is modeled as A e cos(ω e t). Then, it is added to Equation (12) , where ω e is the frequency of traveling wave wall and A e is its intensity. Thus, the simplified model with external excitation such as traveling wave wall can be written as To make this equation non-dimensional, the parameters in Equation (13) are replaced as follows:
and ω e /ω 0 → ω e . As a result, the non-dimensional expression of Equation (13) (only this form is used in the subsequent parts) can be written as (using 1/ √ ε ≈ 1.1)
Only five parameters are independent in this non-dimensional expression. Among these parameters, non-dimensional damping coefficient K and non-dimensional amplitude of dominant K-H wave A depend on the characteristic of the unsteady flow field. Besides, non-dimensional intensity of excitation A e , non-dimensional frequency of excitation ω e , and coefficient k depend on the external excitation such as traveling wave wall. In particular, K depends on Reynolds number of the flow field, and A depends on the intensity of the K-H wave of flow particles. To simplify the analysis, the two non-dimensional parameters are assumed to be invariant with the change in ω e because the flow states are assumed to be similar except for different frequencies and scale of vortices. Parallel to the traveling wave wall control, ω e plays the same role as f , A e describes the intensity of excitation (considered the same with different values of ω e ), and k describes the change in natural frequency due to traveling wave wall. In particular, k is a function of ω e , that is, k = k(ω e ). Thus, the simplified model with external excitation such as vibration wall is completely prepared.
When A e = 0, no excitation is added to the flow field. When A e > 0 and ω e = k, the most unstable frequency (dominant frequency) of K-H wave is enhanced and resonant perturbation mechanism may occur according to [9] . When ω e = k, the non-dominating K-H wave enhances and coexists with the dominant one.
Characteristics of the Nonlinear Simplified Model without and with Traveling Wave Wall Control
The maximum Lyapunov exponent (MLE), as a criterion to evaluate the control effect, is introduced to describe the degree of order in the simplified model. In nonlinear dynamic systems, evolutionary trajectories may be sensitive to the initial values, which can result in chaos or "butterfly effect". MLE is a parameter that describes the tendency of evolutionary trajectories with adjacent initial values. When the MLE is less than zero, evolutionary trajectories converge, which indicates that the motion is stable. However, when the MLE is more than zero, evolutionary trajectories diverge, which indicates that the motion is unstable or chaotic. Thus, MLE is a criterion used to judge whether the system is chaotic. In this study, the computational method of MLE is based on that proposed by Benettin in [20] . First, the model without flow control, that is, Equation (14) with A e = 0, is studied. This equation is known as Duffing equation [17] . Then, a set of parameters is used to obtain solutions of Equation (14), such as in a real flow separation [11] . In this case, the set of parameters is tentatively selected as K = 0.154 and A = 0.18.
The corresponding time-displacement and velocity-displacement phase diagrams are shown in Figure 4a ,b. The two figures show that the fluid element lies in the unstable region. Moreover, its trajectory in the velocity-displacement phase diagram changes from one strange attractor to another, which brings difficulty in forecasting the tendency. This condition is chaotic [21] and accords with the chaotic phenomena in the actual flow separation qualitatively. However, chaotic phenomena do not correspond to randomness and irregularity because coherent structures still exist in chaotic dynamic systems. As observed from the frequency spectrum by FFT in Figure 4c , the non-dimensional dominant frequency (defined as the frequency of FFT multiplied by 2π/1.1) of this dynamic system is 1. This result indicates that periodicity still exists in the seemingly chaotic fluctuation phenomenon, and nonlinearity generates wide band frequency spectrum. As a result, the frequencies of clutters differ from the dominant frequency of K-H wave (of which the non-dimensional frequency equals 1). The MLE is calculated as 0.175, which is larger than zero and implies that the dynamic system is in a chaotic condition.
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(c) Figure 6 . Response of the model with effective control ( In this section, the resonant perturbation mechanism is partially explained by the simplified model with external excitation such as traveling wave wall. Valid excitation can exhibit resonance with the main frequency of the flow field and make it orderly. The natural frequency of the model is changed, and this modification successfully explains the phenomenon found in the numerical simulation. To further verify this deduction, FFT will be used to deal with the data from the numerical simulation, and additional detailed results will be presented in the subsequent section.
Mechanism Analysis of Flow Control Using Traveling Wave Wall
FFT Analysis of the Diffuser without Flow Control and with Typical Control of Traveling Wave Wall
FFT analysis of the unsteady fields with and without control of traveling wave wall is performed to demonstrate the validity of the simplified model. The object for FFT is the velocity across a surface, which is either placed downstream the traveling wave wall (denoted as S1 in Figure 1a ) or upstream the diffuser outlet (denoted as S2 in Figure 1a) . Figure 7 shows that without the control of traveling wave wall, the frequency of 370 Hz is superior to others and signifies the natural or dominant frequency along with other discrete prominent frequencies (secondary frequencies). After introducing the first effective control of f = 1 ( V = 0.14 and f TWW = 370 Hz), as shown in Figure 8 , the amplitude of the dominant frequency is slightly enhanced by 1.1%, whereas many other secondary frequencies and clutters are restrained. This finding indicates that the natural frequency is enhanced and the flow field is orderly due to traveling wave wall control. The orderliness of the flow field can also be demonstrated from the vorticity contour of the flow field shown in Figures 7a and 8a. Energies 2019, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 11 of 18 In this section, the resonant perturbation mechanism is partially explained by the simplified model with external excitation such as traveling wave wall. Valid excitation can exhibit resonance with the main frequency of the flow field and make it orderly. The natural frequency of the model is changed, and this modification successfully explains the phenomenon found in the numerical simulation. To further verify this deduction, FFT will be used to deal with the data from the numerical simulation, and additional detailed results will be presented in the subsequent section.
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shown in Figure 9 , the dominant frequency is generated by the frequency of traveling wave wall (540 Hz at S1). Moreover, two vortices merge together downstream, thereby leaving only half of its frequency dominant (270 Hz at S2). However, the flow field is orderly due to one single dominant frequency of 270 Hz. As a result, the loss in the diffuser is less. After introducing the second effective control of f = 1.5 ( V = 0.2 and f TWW = 540 Hz), as shown in Figure 9 , the dominant frequency is generated by the frequency of traveling wave wall (540 Hz at S1). Moreover, two vortices merge together downstream, thereby leaving only half of its frequency dominant (270 Hz at S2). However, the flow field is orderly due to one single dominant frequency of 270 Hz. As a result, the loss in the diffuser is less. The same mechanism occurs when introducing the third effective control of
, as shown in Figure 10 . However, vortices generated by the excitation of 830 Hz merge twice rather than once. Figure 10b ,c shows that vortices generated by the traveling wave wall first merge from 830 Hz ones to 420 Hz ones and then merge into 210 Hz ones. Ultimately, the flow field is dominated by 210 Hz vortices. This process creates the best control effect due to energy efficiency as illustrated in Figure 3c . The same mechanism occurs when introducing the third effective control of f = 2.3 ( V = 0.3 and f TWW = 830 Hz), as shown in Figure 10 . However, vortices generated by the excitation of 830 Hz merge twice rather than once. Figure 10b ,c shows that vortices generated by the traveling wave wall first merge from 830 Hz ones to 420 Hz ones and then merge into 210 Hz ones. Ultimately, the flow field is dominated by 210 Hz vortices. This process creates the best control effect due to energy efficiency as illustrated in Figure 3c . Invalid parameters of traveling wave wall will not generate a remarkable dominant frequency, such as those of V = 0.15 and V = 0.28, as shown in Figure 11a ,b. V = 0.15 is very close to valid control of V = 0.14, and V = 0.28 is twice of it. The change in natural frequency (red shift), which is also included in the simplified model, will be further explained in the following section. Invalid parameters of traveling wave wall will not generate a remarkable dominant frequency, such as those of 0.15 V =  and 0.28 V =  , as shown in Figure 11a ,b. 0.15 V =  is very close to valid control of 0.14 V =  , and 0.28 V =  is twice of it. The change in natural frequency (red shift), which is also included in the simplified model, will be further explained in the following section. 
Free Shear Flow Stability Interpretation
Stability theory of free shear or mixing layers is the basis for unsteady flow control [22] . Thus, in this section, the change in natural frequency and merging of vortices will be explained by free shear layers and linear stability theory.
As shown in Figure 12 , the time-averaged streamwise velocity distribution u(y) downstream the separation point can be generally approximated as that of a free shear flow, which can be approximately described as
where δ indicates the thickness of the mixing layer. An approximately equivalent method is used to make an analogy between a free shear flow and a real flow separation by assuming that U 2 ≈ 0. This condition indicates that the phase velocity of vortex in the free shear flow equals U 1 /2 [22] , which fits the observation in real flow separations. When U 1 /2 is used as the characteristic velocity U, Equation (15) can be normalized as
In linear stability theory, small periodic perturbation is superposed to the basic parallel flow of mixing flow described by Equation (16) . The growth rate of perturbation amplitude depends on the reduced perturbation frequency ω, which is defined as
where f is the frequency of the perturbation. The relationship between the growth rate of perturbation amplitude α i and ω, as obtained by classic linear stability theory [23] , is shown in Figure 12 . α i reaches its maximum when ω = ω m . Therefore, ω m is responsible for the natural or dominant frequency in the separated flow because the perturbation wave of ω m grows rapidly, such that it constitutes most of the large vortices. Thus,
where f n is the local natural or dominant frequency. From the experimental study of free shear layers, an approximate relation can be obtained as [24] 
where δ 0 is the initial thickness of shear layer, x is the distance downstream the starting point of shear layer, and k is a coefficient. Thus, δ increases downstream because large amounts of momentum are transferred from the high velocity mainstream to the low velocity one. Considering the lack of characteristic length in free shear layer, δ grows without limit. However, in an actual flow separation such as in a curved diffuser, equivalent δ is limited because of the characteristic length, such as the existing length of the separation zone. Thus, an approximate relation imitating the free shear flow is used as follows:
where δ indicates the equivalent thickness of mixing layer in the flow separation after the separation point, x indicates the distance downstream the separation point, and x c indicates the position where δ does not grow. Using this relation combined with Equation (18), the local natural frequency for a flow separation with scale limit can be described as
Energies 2019, 12, 192 Equation (21) indicates that the natural frequency can be regarded as the dominant frequency after c x , which is 
Mechanism Analysis of Flow Control Using Traveling Wave Wall
The phenomena of traveling wave control are due to three mechanisms: unitary orderliness of frequency vortices, red shift of natural frequency, and merging of vortices. The red shift of natural frequency and merging of vortices are discussed in detailed in the last section, while the former has already been introduced in the simplified model. The two mechanisms are demonstrated by FFT analysis. The unitary orderliness of frequency vortices will make the flow field orderly and reduce the flow loss. This mechanism is introduced in the simplified model and demonstrated by FFT analysis.
A brief method is used to explain the phenomena shown in Figure 3 , in consideration of the three mechanisms above. As the phase velocity of the traveling wave increases, the reduced frequency of traveling wave increases, whereas the natural frequency decreases due to instability Equation (21) indicates that the natural frequency can be regarded as the dominant frequency after x c , which is U ω m /2π(δ 0 + kx c ) . Moreover, the change in natural frequency and merging of vortices are extremely related to and can be explained by the theory above. The velocity distribution of a flow separation is equivalent to that of a free shear layer in Figure 12 . Velocity distributions of all free shear layers are analogous, which indicates that they share the same ω m . For a determined ω m , the increase in phase velocity of the traveling wave wall promotes the momentum transfer from the mainstream to the separation zone, which in turn increases δ 0 . As a result, f n decreases, as indicated in Equation (21), under the condition that x c < x. Thus, the increase in non-dimensional frequency of traveling wave wall reduces the natural frequency, which is in turn responsible for the decrease in the natural frequency in the flow field. When mixing develops downstream, as indicated by the increase in x, f n also decreases in accordance with Equation (21) under the condition that 0 <x < x c . For example, as x increases, δ increases to 2δ. As a result, the local dominant frequency f n decreases to f n /2. This condition physically implies that the two vortices of frequency f n merge and compose a large vortex of its half frequency f n /2. The merging of vortices causes the phenomenon shown in Figures 9 and 10 , which provide a new insight for effective control when excitation frequency is some integral multiple of the natural frequency.
A brief method is used to explain the phenomena shown in Figure 3 , in consideration of the three mechanisms above. As the phase velocity of the traveling wave increases, the reduced frequency of traveling wave increases, whereas the natural frequency decreases due to instability (when x c < x). This trend is shown as the heavy line in Figure 13 . This line is nearly constant when the reduced frequency is low and drops slowly when the reduced frequency is very high. The reason is two-fold: one is that the low phase velocity slightly affects the natural frequency, and the other is that very high phase velocity acts more similarly to a smooth cylinder than a traveling wave wall. When the natural frequency is enhanced, the unitary orderliness of frequency vortices makes the flow field orderly and reduces flow loss. Thus, a good effect point from the traveling wave wall must lie on the line f n = f , which is reflected as a fine line in Figure 13 . However, the merging of vortices (0 <x < x c ) results in that external excitations of two, four, or more times the natural frequency will have good control effects due to the merging of vortices once, twice, or more. In Figure 13 , this mechanism is reflected by fine lines identified by 2 f n = f and 4 f n = f . The numerical results in Figure 13 show that the intersection points of the heavy line and fine lines have the reduced control frequencies of 1, 1.5, and 2.3. This finding explains the peculiar phenomenon in Figure 3. is two-fold: one is that the low phase velocity slightly affects the natural frequency, and the other is that very high phase velocity acts more similarly to a smooth cylinder than a traveling wave wall. When the natural frequency is enhanced, the unitary orderliness of frequency vortices makes the flow field orderly and reduces flow loss. Thus, a good effect point from the traveling wave wall must lie on the line n f f =   , which is reflected as a fine line in Figure 13 . However, the merging of vortices ( 0< c x x < ) results in that external excitations of two, four, or more times the natural frequency will have good control effects due to the merging of vortices once, twice, or more. In Figure 13 , this mechanism is reflected by fine lines identified by 2 n f f =   and 4 n f f =   . The numerical results in Figure 13 show that the intersection points of the heavy line and fine lines have the reduced control frequencies of 1, 1.5, and 2.3. This finding explains the peculiar phenomenon in Figure 3 . In summary, the phenomena of the traveling wave control effect (as illustrated in Figure 3 ) are explained using the simplified model, FFT analysis, and linear stability theory of free shear layers. Specifically, these phenomena are due to three mechanisms: unitary orderliness of frequency vortices, red shift of the natural frequency, and merging of vortices. Traveling wave wall with increased phase velocity promotes momentum transfer from the mainstream to the separation zone, which changes the natural frequency of the separation flow. External excitation can strengthen the dominated frequency of the K-H wave, which in turn forms the large-scale unstable vortices and restrains the small-scale vortices. As a result, the flow field becomes orderly and less chaotic. Ultimately, the flow loss decreases. The merging of vortices will generate frequencies of two or four times the natural frequency, thereby resulting in discrete frequencies of good control effect.
Conclusions
Traveling wave wall is a useful method to suppress flow separations. In this study, rigid traveling wave wall control in a diffuser is investigated by numerical simulation. The results show that the flow control effects under the discrete phase velocities or frequencies of the traveling wave wall are better than those under the adjacent frequencies. To explain this phenomenon, a Duffingbased nonlinear simplified model of flow separations with unsteady flow control is used. The characteristics of the model are then investigated to describe the obtained trends. Detailed information is drawn from the numerical results through FFT analysis. The spectra show three mechanisms: unitary orderliness of frequency vortices, red shift of the natural frequency, and merging of vortices, some of which are also explained theoretically by linear stability theory. The main conclusions are obtained as follows: Figure 13 . Relationship between the reduced natural frequency f n and the reduced control frequency f .
In summary, the phenomena of the traveling wave control effect (as illustrated in Figure 3 ) are explained using the simplified model, FFT analysis, and linear stability theory of free shear layers. Specifically, these phenomena are due to three mechanisms: unitary orderliness of frequency vortices, red shift of the natural frequency, and merging of vortices. Traveling wave wall with increased phase velocity promotes momentum transfer from the mainstream to the separation zone, which changes the natural frequency of the separation flow. External excitation can strengthen the dominated frequency of the K-H wave, which in turn forms the large-scale unstable vortices and restrains the small-scale vortices. As a result, the flow field becomes orderly and less chaotic. Ultimately, the flow loss decreases. The merging of vortices will generate frequencies of two or four times the natural frequency, thereby resulting in discrete frequencies of good control effect.
Traveling wave wall is a useful method to suppress flow separations. In this study, rigid traveling wave wall control in a diffuser is investigated by numerical simulation. The results show that the flow control effects under the discrete phase velocities or frequencies of the traveling wave wall are better than those under the adjacent frequencies. To explain this phenomenon, a Duffing-based nonlinear simplified model of flow separations with unsteady flow control is used. The characteristics of the model are then investigated to describe the obtained trends. Detailed information is drawn from the numerical results through FFT analysis. The spectra show three mechanisms: unitary orderliness of frequency vortices, red shift of the natural frequency, and merging of vortices, some of which are also explained theoretically by linear stability theory. The main conclusions are obtained as follows:
(1) Numerical simulation of a diffuser controlled by a rigid traveling wave wall is performed, and a parameter named energy efficiency is defined to evaluate the control effect. In this case, energy efficiency increases first and then decreases as the phase velocity or the reduced frequency of the traveling wave wall increases. However, three discrete reduced frequencies of 1, 1.5, and 2.3 have better control effect than the adjacent frequencies, and the corresponding relative total pressure loss coefficients are about -10%, -15%, and -18%, respectively. This property serves as a unique characteristic of traveling wave wall control. Also, the maximum energy efficiency is about 50, which means the traveling wave wall control is very economical. Both of the high effectiveness and economy indicate the engineering practicability of traveling wave wall controls.
(2) Duffing-based nonlinear simplified model for traveling wave wall control is used. The interaction of the traveling wave wall to this dynamic system is modeled as a periodic external excitation and the change in natural frequency. External periodic excitation, which imitates the form of a K-H wave, is added into the model. Thus, the complete nondimensional form of the model can be stated as: d 2 y dt 2 = y − 4y 3 − K dy dt + A sin(1.1t) + A e sin(1.1 ω e k t) (3) With a given k, which is a function of reduced frequency, the characteristic of the simplified model is obtained using MLE. MLE is considerably decreased when the reduced frequencies equal 1, 1.6, and 2.1. This case indicates high orderliness compared that of adjacent frequencies. This deduction is supported by the time-displacement and velocity-displacement phase diagrams and FFT analysis of displacement. Furthermore, the same phenomenon in the numerical simulation reflects that the nonlinear model can effectively explain the behavior of such chaotic flows. (4) FFT analysis of numerical simulation proves the red shift of natural frequency and merging of vortices, which are also theoretically explained by linear stability theory of free shear layers. (5) Using numerical simulation, a simplified nonlinear model, FFT analysis, and linear stability theory, three mechanisms are found responsible for the peculiar phenomena in traveling wave wall control: unitary orderliness of frequency, red shift of the natural frequency, and merging of vortices. Therefore, as phase velocity increases, natural frequency drops continuously. The merging of vortices results in that the reduced frequency is one, two, or four times the natural frequency. This condition will strengthen the dominant separation vortices and make the flow field orderly, thereby resulting in good control effect.
